EAST MEETS WEST ARTIST, SIENNÁ, TO RELEASE NEW ALBUM: Q.o.S.
Oslo, Norway – Sienná, a native from Kyoto, Japan living in Oslo
Norway today as she pursues her vast musical talents for songwriting,
musical production, DJing, and more, this week announced she is
poised to drop her latest electronica album, Q.o.S., in upcoming weeks.
Recognized for her distinguishably unique sound, consisting of
electronic bases, avant-garde, house, jazz, traditional Japanese,
contemporary Japanese, and experimental, Sienná’s latest musical
creation contains ten tracks embodying slow, groovy elements with
instruments and vocals lofted over the top.
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“It is my absolute passion to share my unique Japanese-meetsEuropean sound with as many listeners as possible worldwide,” said
Sienná. “I enjoy pushing the boundaries of what we come to accept as
commonplace in music today, and I look forward to listener’s feedback
when they finally hear the upcoming powerhouse album Q.o.S.”
Sienná is known for collaborations with renowned artists including Nils
Petter Molvaer, a Norwegian jazz trumpeter, and Mick Karn, a
deceased bassist of the English band Japan, and The Crazy World of
Arthur Brown, where Sienná performed as an opening act to the band
three times. Additionally, she has been performing with a live
Norwegian band since 2008, and launched her independent, solo DJing
career in December 2016.

Sienná is mostly specializing in blending Japanese EDM with her
own groovy take on original songs, as well as EDM remixes from
around the world. Be sure not to miss out on one of the following
shows (and more to come):
FULL-ALBUM STREAM OF SIENNÁ´s 'Q.o.S'
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0ub57m98wpshn5e/AADsL3Diy1d
n4CYqJq0j4tb9a?dl=0
(This link will take you directly to Anneis Records´ DROPBOX account)
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http://www.facebook.com/siennamusic
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